PROVISIONAL AGENDA

2nd Hamburg Young Scholars’ Workshop
in International Law
Hamburg, 15-16 September 2017

Friday, 15 September 2017

10:00 Welcoming remarks

Session 1: International Environmental Law and Natural Resources

10:30 Valentin Johannes Schatz

Fisheries Access Agreements and the EEZ Fisheries Regime of UNCLOS: A Study of the Interrelationship of Treaties and Practice over Time

11:30 Britta Sjöstedt

International Environmental Law in Post-conflict States – A Social Project of the International Community

12:30 Lunch
**Session 2: International Courts and Institutions**

13:45 Felix Fouchard

Squaring the Circle: The International Court of Justice’s Standard of Review Between National Sovereignty and Uniform Application

14:45 Pedro A. Villarreal

The World Health Organization’s Relationship with its Member States During Public Health Emergencies: What Role for International Law?

15:45 Coffee break

**Session 3: International Law and the Use of Force**

16:00 Annegret Hartig

Domestic Courts at the Forefront of Combatting the Most Serious Violations of the Prohibition on the Use of Force? On the Insufficiency of International Actors to Respond Effectively to Aggressive War

17:00 Teodora Jugrin

When Crimes Become International: Al-Qaeda and Jemaah Islamiyah, a Test Case for Crimes against Humanity

18:00 Chiara Redaelli

Interventions in Internal Conflicts upon Invitation of the Government: Testing the Traditional Approaches against State Practice

19:30 Dinner
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Session 4: International Economic Law and Trade

09:00 Philip Hainbach

Historic Choices and the Emergence of the Environmental Factor in International Economic Law

10:00 Javier García Olmedo

Rethinking the Relevance of Customary International Law to Issues of Nationality in Investor-state Arbitration

11.00 Coffee Break

11:30 Stavrous I. Angoura

The Independence and Impartiality of Arbitrators in International Arbitration

12:30 Lunch

Session 5: Human Rights and the Problem of Applicability

13:45 Liam Halewood

Avoiding the “Legal Black Hole”: Re-evaluating the Applicability of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) to Targeted Killing by Drones

14:45 Reto Walther

Strengthening the ECtHR’s Legitimacy through Dialogue with National Decision-Makers

15:45 Coffee break
Session 6: States and Extraterritorial Application of International Law

16:15 Nikolas Feith Tan

Shared Responsibility for Third Country Asylum Processing

17:15 Vladyslav Lanovoy

Finding Causal Links in the Law of State Responsibility